







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































（１）Oxford English Dictionaryには taking account of itself or the effect of










































Agape is a kind of love that does not respond to the antecedent value of
its object but instead is thought to create value in the beloved)、・・・・By
contrast, eros and philia are generally understood to be responsive to
the merits of their objects−to be beloverd’s properties, especially his
goodness and beauty. The difference is that eros is a kind passionate de-
sire for an object, typically sexual in nature, whereas ‘philia’ originally





























































The “Career Design” Era Has Started in Japan (3)
Hiroyuki KOKADO
This paper, the third in the “Career Design” series, is sub−titled “towards
a discipline of career design”. First, it covers the issue of the individuality of
Japanese, which is quite different from that of Westerners. Second, it ad-
dresses what kind of university education is suitable for Japanese youth in
light of contemporary Japanese society, and also examines liberal arts and
liberal education. Third, it proposes what really should be learned by Japa-
nese youth. Finally, by introducing recent achievements in career studies in
the United States quoting from the “handbook of career studies,” it proposes
a tentative framework for this discipline in Japan.
Four Concepts that Occur to Me When I Think of Career Design
When I tried to study careers from a philosophical viewpoint this year, I
encountered the following four terms: reflexivity, homeostasis, traditional-
ism and friendship. This paper examines these concepts from the standpoint
of designing a career. The first and second concepts are related to one’s way
of thinking, and the third and fourth concepts are important when Japanese
are inclined to pursue a naturally satisfying career life.
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